US History Ch. 16 notes

Name __________________________________________________

Division

New Lands from Mexico
1 The Mexican-American War neeted the US much _______________________________ but it btings back
the ____________________________________________________
2 Should ________________________________________ be free of slave? Can we keep the ________________________
balanced? Who should decide this? Is _______________________ still valid?

The Wilmot Proviso
3 Proposed by Representative David Wilmot of Pensylvania…. The bill sought to guarantee through
Congress that ___________________ would exist ________________________________________ via the war. It passed
the house but was defeated in the Senate.
4 John C. Calhoun (from SC) counter-proposed that US Congress had ___________________________________
____________________________.
5 Though neither law passed __________________________________ again – each side (pro and anti slavery)
feared the other side _______________________________________

Free Soil Party
6 New _______________________________________ formed in 1848 by ____________________________________________
(Democrats and Whigs)
7 Neither the Whig Party nor the Democratic Party would _______________________________________________
so the Free Soil Party did
8 Ran candidates but soon disappeared…. But did help focus the ________________________________________
against slavery

Popular Sovereignty
9 A new “solution” to slave issue proposed by Democratic candidate Lewis Cass in the eleverion of
1848.
10 Popular Sovereignty would __________________________________________________________ to _________________
_________________________________ by direct vote whether to ______________________________________

California
11 New President _______________________________ urges both New Mexico (NM) and California (CA) to
apply for _________________________________, but CA is divided in half by the 36 30 degree Missouri
Compromise
12 California seeks admission to the US in 1850 but is _______________________________________ for fear of
__________________________________________________________________________ (here we go again!)
13 Some southern states threaten to _____________________________ (leave the Union) urged by John C.
Calhoun of __________________________________ of course

Compromise of 1850
14 An attempt by ________________________________ (the master of Congressional compromise) to patch
up the divide in Congress over new lands
15 Debated for 7 months, the Compromise of 1850 was intended to be the ___________________________
of the slave/free territory dispute (NOT!)
16 Eventually it passed as _____________________________________________
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5

The Fugitive Slave Act
16 Passed as the final part of the Compromise of 1850 it required ____________ US citizens to
_________________________________________________________________
17 There were ___________________________ for harboring runaways _________________________________________
18 There were _________________________ - suspicion of being a runaway was enough (unconstitutional)
19 The Fugitive Slave Act was opposed by many northerners and it encourage ________________________
since it gave rewards for capture

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
20 A ____________________ published in 1852 by Harriet Beecher Stowe (white daughter of an
abolitionist) it used fictional characters to __________________________________________________
21 The book ignited _________________________________________________ but was viewed as slanted
______________________________ in _________________________________

Kansas – Nebraska Act
22 Proposed by Senator Stephen Douglas of Illinois, the act aimed to ___________________________________
_______________ west of Illinois. (____________________ and ________________________)
23 Initially _________________________________________________ since the territories were above the
Missouri Compromise line (36 30) and would be ____________________________________________
24 Douglas suggested the territories be subject to ______________________________________ and decide
slave or free for themselves it passed with new southern support
25 Big Idea: Thanks to the Kansas Nebraska Act, the Missouri Compromise was now void and
___________________________________________________________

Bleeding Kansas
26 Anti-slavery and pro-slavery groups __________________________________________________________ … a
legal population of 3000 yielded 8000 votes!
27 Two _______________________________________________ with two separate constitutions (one pro-slavery
and one anti-slavery)
28 There were widespread _____________________________ with many dead!
29 In Lawrence Kansas _________________________________________ attacks slavery supporters and
_______________________________
30 There was even _______________________ in the US Congress!

Republican Party
31 ______________________________________________________________ join with former ____________________________
members to create new __________________________________ in 1854
32 Intended for the ______________________________________ and the ___________________________________________
they make inroads in Congress but lose in the _____________________________________________ to Democrats
and “Popular Sovereignty)

Dred Scott Decision
33 Dred Scott was a _____________________________________ whose owner moved to _________________________
Territory which was free
34 Dred Scott ______________________________________________ but the _______________________________ ruled he
was _______________________________ and was _______________________________
35 Living in a ________________________________ did not _____________________________. Furthermore as a
_________________________, Scott had _______________________________________
36 Also Congress had ______________________________________________________________________ thus voiding all
compromises about slave/free territories

Reaction to Dred Scott Decision
37 The South was ____________________ since slaver was _____________________________________________________
(though not in ___________________ that had already banned it in their State constitutions)
38 The North was ______________________ since slavery could now __________________________________________
with no restrictions
39 _________________________ speech (anti-slavery) escalated up North and the rise of ____________________
_________________________ begins

Lincoln-Douglas Debates
40 Abraham __________________________ and Stephen _______________________ have a _____________________ for
and Illinois US Senate seat in 1858
41 _____________________ speaks out ______________________________________________________ saying the US
cannot continue to exist half slave and half free
42 ___________________________ (who had designed the Kansas-Nebraska Act) speaks in ________________
of _______________________________________________ (letting Territories choose by vote)
Quotes :
Lincoln: “If slavery ___________________________________ then nothing ___________________________” mic drop
Douglas: “Each state has the ___________________________________________________________ with slavery”
43 Lincoln ____________________________________ but gains ______________________________________ (and is set
up to become __________________________________________ )

John Brown’s Raid
44 Abolitionist ________________________________ shows up in _______________________________________________
(after being driven out of bloody Kansas)
45 John Brown, his sons, and fellow abolitionists __________________________________ full of weapons in
order to _________________________________________

46 John Brown is _______________________ , __________________________ , and _______________________________
47 Brown became a _____________________________ for the __________________________________________________
(abolitionists) but viewed as a terrorist in the South.

Election of 1860
48 Republican __________________________________ vs _________________________________ (Northern Democrats,
Southern Democrats, and the Constitutional Union Party)
49 Lincoln _____________ and promises _______________________________________________________________________
only to stop its __________________________________________ - believing slavery would die out on its own
50 The South ___________________________________________ to remain hands off. Many southerners
__________________________________________________________ due to his stance in the Lincoln/Douglas _________
51 _______________________________ leaves the Union (_______________________) in December of 1860
52 By February, 1861 ___________________ , _____________________________ , ________________________________ ,
____________________________ , ______________________________ , and ________________________________ all secede to
form the _____________________________________________________________

